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Abstract—Per-unit-length series impedance and shunt admit-
tance are extracted from electromagnetic analysis of a transmission
line at a few discrete frequencies. Compact models are synthesized
from the per-unit-length extraction. The lumped models are
then used to rapidly calculate characteristic impedance, effective
dielectric constant, and RLGC parameters at all frequencies,
including dispersion and loss. The resulting models are perfectly
physically (i.e., speed of light) causal, a critical consideration for
time-domain analysis. To demonstrate feasibility, the models are
parameterized as a function of transmission linewidth. Total error
is carefully quantified and is typically less than 1%. The process is
demonstrated for several planar transmission lines. New concepts,
“modal” and “environmental” sensitivity, are introduced and
quantified.

Index Terms—Causality, characteristic impedance, compact
models, electromagnetic (EM) analysis, lumped models, method
of moments, microstrip, model extraction, model-order reduction,
model synthesis, RLGC, reduced-order systems, transmission line.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ODELS FOR microstrip characteristic impedance
and effective dielectric constant addressed in de-

tail by Wheeler [1] and Hammerstad and Jensen [2] have seen
wide use for nearly three decades. Another expression for is
given in [3] with a comprehensive overview in [4]. These models
do not include the imaginary part of and thus necessarily cor-
respond to noncausal time-domain responses when dealing with
lossy transmission lines.

We demonstrate a new technique that starts with electromag-
netic (EM) analysis of a length of line at a few (four or more)
frequencies. After extracting and from the EM data,
the per-unit-length series impedance and shunt admittance are
determined at these frequencies. A broadband compact model,
Fig. 1, is synthesized from the data and is parameterized as a
function of linewidth. The resulting models are then used to cal-
culate RLGC or, equivalently, complex and complex at
all frequencies and for all linewidths. Because the models are
based strictly on lumped elements, they are guaranteed exactly
physically causal (e.g., a 10-ns-long line has exactly zero output
for the first 10 ns).

Illustrative examples discussed here involve only one parame-
terization variable, in addition to frequency and line length. Our
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Fig. 1. Per-unit-length �-networks used to demonstrate the calculation of the
dispersive characteristic impedance �� � and effective dielectric constant �� �
of lossless microstrip on 0.025 in (0.635 mm) thick alumina. Lumped element
values as a function of linewidth are given in (13)–(17) for a, and (18)–(25) for
b. The b network yields a broader bandwidth model at the expense of requiring
several negative element values.

goal is to demonstrate that synthesized physically causal com-
pact lumped models of transmission lines can be formed and
parameterized to high accuracy. Multivariable parameterization
can be later applied as desired; this work illustrates feasibility
only and serves as a starting point. The synthesis procedure is
fast and easily automated.

Error is carefully quantified. Total EM analysis error is held
to an upper limit of about 0.3%. Error due to the difference be-
tween the EM data and the parameterized synthesized model
(“fitting” error) is typically well under 1%. With careful atten-
tion to, and control of error sources, we find RLGC, , and

can be accurately extracted from lines whose lengths are as
short as 0.1 and less.

The next section describes why current practice is unaccept-
able. A brief overview of pertinent transmission line theory and
its application follows. Then port calibration in EM analysis,
critical for this work, is discussed. Subsequent sections demon-
strate common transmission line structures.

II. UNACCEPTABILITY OF CURRENT PRACTICE

For lossy transmission lines, characteristic impedance is com-
plex, possessing both a real and imaginary part. In microwave
work, the real and imaginary parts of characteristic impedance
are often assumed independent, the imaginary part frequently
set to zero. Such assumptions yield noncausal systems. A causal
system is constrained by the Kronig Kramers relation (derived
from the Hilbert transform) and permits only one independent
quantity from the real, imaginary, magnitude, or phase, to be
selected [5]. Once selected, the others are determined. Ignoring
this constraint has little consequence in most microwave work.
However, it is catastrophic in time-domain analysis [6].
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Fig. 2. SPICE analysis of two 1-m-long transmission lines. The “noncausal”
response is for RLGC values based on the commonly used, but incorrect (1),
which is nonphysical and corresponds to an � that is less than that in any of
the provided RLGC data. The “Causal” response is for the 50 � microstrip line
modeled in Section VII and corresponds to an appropriate � .

Critical in realizing a causal model is correct selection of a
skin effect model. Most commercial time-domain Simulation
Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis (SPICE) analyses in-
clude an option to use the skin effect model as

(1)

where the imaginary resistance is inductive reactance. Unfortu-
nately, this expression is incorrect. This is easily seen at frequen-
cies where skin effect is dominant; it should not matter whether
the conductor is solid or hollow. In contrast, (1) incorrectly de-
pends on at all frequencies. An expression, which shows
correct behavior, and has been extensively verified, [7], should
be used.

To see the impact of a noncausal transmission line model,
we use (1) to create a noncausal RLGC model from 1 kHz
to 100 GHz with ten data points per decade. We prepare a
similar model for a lossy microstrip 50 transmission line
(Section VII). The noncausal line has the same and at
10 GHz as the microstrip line. Fig. 2 shows the response of both
1-m-long lines to a trapezoidal input pulse. The initial output
of the “noncausal” model [based on (1)] corresponds to an
of 6.88. However, the RLGC values used correspond to an
of 7.00 at 1 GHz and 6.93 at 10 GHz, thus violating physical
causality. The causal curve corresponds to an of 7.28. The
RLGC values used correspond to of 6.52 at 1 GHz and 6.93
at 10 GHz, rising rapidly above 10 GHz.

It is speculated [6] that commercial versions of SPICE
silently modify RLGC data to force compliance with Kronig
Kramers, thus modifying . This might be what happened
with the results in Fig. 2, the modified just happens to be
lower than the lowest in the RLGC data generated from (1).

To test this hypothesis, we perform a frequency-domain anal-
ysis of both lines to determine at 10 GHz. We then perform
a transient analysis using a 10 GHz sine wave as input and eval-
uate steady state . For the noncausal line, the two values of

differ by 25%. For the causal data, the values differ by 4%.
Thus, for both cases, the RLGC data used for transient analysis is
different from the RLGC data used for frequency-domain anal-
ysis with the noncausal model most significantly modified. The

transmission line that is analyzed essentially exists only in the
imagination of the algorithm analyzing it. Because these com-
mercial algorithms are proprietary, detailed investigation is not
possible.

III. TRANSMISSION LINE THEORY

This section summarizes standard transmission line theory
from a nonstandard viewpoint. In particular (3), (4), (8), and
(9) are central to this work and do not appear to be conveniently
available elsewhere. We start with the -parameters for an
length transmission line

(2)

where is the complex characteristic admittance (the inverse
of ), and is the complex propagation constant ( for
lossless transmission lines; wavelength). The (complex)
electrical length of the line in radians is . The imaginary part
of the characteristic impedance/admittance is often ignored in
microwave design even though it modifies the real part of (2)
and thus affects transmission line loss.

Given numerical values for the -parameters (from an EM
analysis) at a given frequency, we solve (2) for and

(3)

(4)

where and are numerical results from an EM analysis,
and all variables except are complex. Sign of (3) is set so
that the real part of is positive, and is an integer selected
to match physical line length. If the electrical length is exactly a
multiple of radians, then (3) is indeterminate. This can happen
exactly only if is zero or if the line is lossless. However,
even small errors in EM analysis yield failure over a wide range
around the half wavelength frequencies.

The per-unit-length series impedance and shunt admit-
tance are calculated from and by

(5)

(6)

where the unit length is . Per-unit-length R, L, C, and G can
be calculated from and . For lossy or inhomogeneous di-
electric, these lumped per-unit-length quantities vary with fre-
quency. The models developed in this paper use lumped ele-
ments that do not vary with frequency.

The -parameters for the per-unit-length -network (e.g.,
Fig. 1) consisting of the per-unit-length impedance from port
1 to 2 and admittance from port 1 to ground are

(7)

Given per-unit-length -parameters , we have

(8)
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(9)

(10)

where is the (real) velocity of light in vacuum, and is the
radian frequency. We emphasize that we do not use the per-unit-
length -network to approximate a length of transmission line
as in [8], rather we apply it to (8) and (9) to calculate the
and to be used in (2). Thus, need not be small compared to
wavelength. In addition, because the and are calculated
from a lumped model, they are guaranteed to correspond to a
causal system [5].

IV. PORT CALIBRATION

This synthesis approach is critically dependent on precise
port calibration in the underlying EM analysis. Approximate
EM port calibration introduces small errors that result in the
nonphysical problems of [6] even if the errors are small. The EM
analysis used is a shielded fast-Fourier-transform-based planar
analysis [9] with a modified port calibration. The calibration of
[9] requires an and a length through line analysis [10]. The
port calibration is exact provided the port connecting lines are
not overmoded. Box resonances are one mechanism for multi-
mode propagation. The lowest box resonance is sometimes set
by the standard, thus restricting .

There is also higher order mode interaction between the input
and output ports when fringing fields from one port induce cur-
rent in the other port. Thus, there is a minimum length for the
standards. This error is quantified by convergence analysis as a
function of .

To increase the frequency range of the models, we develop a
more general calibration that uses a and a length
standard. For example, given a minimum distance of 0.150
in (3.81 mm), first example given shortly, we use a 0.150 in
(3.81 mm), and a 0.300 in (7.62 mm), long standard for
and in (3.81 mm). If we instead set and

in (1.27 mm), we use a 0.150 and a 0.200 in (3.81
and 5.08 mm) standard. Because the longer standard is now
shorter by 0.100 in (2.54 mm), the corresponding box resonant
frequency has been raised and the resulting model’s range of
validity increased.

This new port calibration is a straight forward extension of the
original “double delay” port calibration based on appropriately
inverting and multiplying cascading matrices. When
generalized to multiple coupled lines, conversion between mul-
tiport -parameters and matrices is required

(11)

(12)

where all variables are complex matrices for a 2 -port
cascading matrix. The techniques of this paper can be applied to

-coupled lines by diagonalizing the four submatrices forming
the -port data of the de-embedded -coupled line and syn-
thesizing models for the diagonalized submatrices.

and are determined by (3), (4), and (10) as applied to
the EM calculated -parameters of a calibrated (de-embedded)

length transmission line. This is also known as the TEM-
equivalent [11]. This 3-D derived and are used in
(2) to regenerate the original EM calculated data. Because the
“correct” is the , which regenerates the original EM data,
it is correct by definition. Subjective discussion of the merits of
the various 2-D definitions is irrelevant.

Measurements of using related techniques have been
made [12]–[21], with [14] and [15] most similar to our ap-
proach. However, such measurements are forced to make
assumptions. For example, the port discontinuity might (incor-
rectly) be assumed symmetric.

A more general port calibration, short-open calibration (SOC)
[22], is required for analyses in an unshielded environment. As
illustrated in [22, Fig. 6], even with SOC, unshielded analysis
fails to correctly calculate when the calibration length is in
the vicinity of a multiple of a half wavelength. For this reason,
the synthesis technique described here is not recommended for
use with unshielded EM analysis.

V. MODAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITY

The significance of multimode propagation can be quantified.
For example, with , and with significant multimode prop-
agation present, the calibrated EM analysis -parameters corre-
sponding to (2) are not symmetric (i.e., ). This asym-
metry is used to quantify error due to multimode propagation in-
cluding that due to box resonance coupling, radiation, and over-
moded transmission line propagation. First, (3), (4), and (10) are
used to evaluate and . Then ports 1 and 2 on the EM anal-
ysis data are swapped and the process repeated. The different
values obtained indicate the degree to which additional modes
are excited by the given geometry. The designer should be aware
that when these additional modes are easily excited, models of

and are inappropriate and either an EM analysis of the
entire circuit should be performed or (preferably) the line ge-
ometry should be modified to eliminate the additional modes.
When the difference between the two evaluations of exceeds
0.5%, we say the line exhibits “modal sensitivity.”

Lines with modal sensitivity are also often “environmentally
sensitive,” i.e., structures at considerable distance from the line
impact line parameters. For example, modal sensitivity in the
form of radiation (e.g., a “leaky wave”) introduces error, and
the line can affect and be affected by objects and circuitry at a
distance, and is thus environmentally sensitive.

When modal or environmental sensitivity is present, a design
is in jeopardy. The designer is advised to modify the geometry
or EM analyze the entire circuit/system rather than rely on any
model of and . If a radiating transmission line exists in
isolation, then techniques described in [23] can be invoked. The
EM analyses in this paper are set so there is no radiation and
thus calibration error due to radiation is zero.

VI. OVERVIEW OF THE SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUE

We start with the EM analysis of a length of transmission line
calibrated as described earlier. Our need for precision cannot be
overstated. For example, all EM analysis results are stored using
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double precision. Single-precision data can result in unaccept-
able noise in synthesis results.

Next, the -parameters are converted to per-unit-length
-network, -parameters by (3)–(7). The technique of [24]

synthesizes a compact lumped model. The values of all lumped
elements are independent of frequency.

For parameterization, EM analysis is performed for multiple
cases. A set of viable lumped models are synthesized and a
model is selected that is in common across all parameter values.
A curve fit is performed on each lumped element in the model
as a function of the parameter value. For highest accuracy, as
much as a quadratic spline is needed.

A parameterized model consists of a fixed topology RLC net
list for the per-unit-length -network plus equations for each
lumped element as a function of the parameter. The and
extracted from the fitted model, using (8)–(10) are compared
with results from the original EM analysis. This difference is
added to the error of the underlying EM analysis to yield the
total error.

VII. LOSSLESS MICROSTRIP ON ALUMINA

Our first example is a classic infinitely thin, lossless mi-
crostrip line on 0.025 in (0.635 mm) thick alumina substrate

. A model is synthesized for linewidth from 0.005
to 0.050 in (0.127–1.270 mm). Error due to all known sources
is evaluated by convergence analysis. Convergence of Sonnet
for planar transmission lines is verified to below 0.01% error
[25]. The analysis is set to keep all error sources at or below
0.1% with respect to and 0.2% for . The larger limit for

corresponds to 0.1% error in .
Box walls at 0.200 in (5.08 mm) from the center line yields
0.06% error for and 0.13% error for as determined

at 1 GHz by comparing results with the box wall at 0.500 in
(12.7 mm). Error due to the too short calibration standard
lengths of 0.150 and 0.200 in (3.81 and 5.08 mm) ( and

in, 1.27 mm) is under 0.03% for all cases as deter-
mined at 1 GHz by evaluating a range of . Error due to a box
cover at 0.200 in (5.08 mm) is 0.08% for and 0.18% for

by comparison at 1 GHz with the cover height at 0.500 in
(12.7 mm) for the worst-case of in (1.27 mm). If
there is actually a cover in place over the microstrip, then this
is not an error source. Error in due to cell (mesh) length
of 0.0005 in (0.0127 mm) is 0.0002%. Error in due to
the cell width of 0.0000625 in (0.0015875 mm) is 0.08%

for the worst-case of in (0.127 mm). The first box
resonance of the longest calibration standard is 28.31 GHz.
Total EM analysis error (assuming all errors add) is under 0.3%
for and 0.4% for .

The fitting error (i.e., the difference between and as
extracted from the original EM data and that extracted from the
parameterized model) rises to 0.5% for and 1% for at
11 GHz. The total error (EM analysis plus fitting) at 11 GHz is
under 1% for and under 1.4% for . In order to fit the de-
creasing (minimum at 7 GHz, a characteristic also observed
in [12], [13], and [15]), the synthesis uses a parallel LC circuit
that is resonant just above the band of interest. A fit at about the
2% error level can be synthesized over the entire 20 GHz at the
cost of low frequency error increasing to about 1% and loss of
the nonmonotonic characteristic.

The synthesized model is shown in Fig. 1(a) and a plot of
, and in Fig. 3. The lumped element values of the model

parameterized as a function of the linewidth are (13)–(17),
shown at the bottom of this page, where units are nH and pF per
0.050 in (1.270 mm). Once the required EM analysis data is in
place, generation of this model requires only several minutes.
The model is valid for in (

mm) and GHz with error bounded as indicated
earlier. The modally sensitive band begins at 11 GHz, indicated
by the cross-hatched areas in Fig. 3. As with all parameteriza-
tion equations in this paper, four digits of coefficient precision
are checked to yield four digits of precision in the lumped el-
ement values. The possibility of excess precision has not been
investigated.

When negative element values are allowed, the model of
Fig. 1(b) results with

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)
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Fig. 3. For a lossless zero thickness � � ����� in (0.127 mm) microstrip line
on 0.025 in (1.270 mm) thick alumina, Hammerstad and Jensen results [2], and
two EM-based models are compared to the � and � of the EM data used to
generate the models. The cross-hatch of the EM data indicates the modal sensi-
tivity of the transmission line. Model 1, in Fig. 1(a) and (13)–(17), has positive
element values. Model 2, Fig. 1(b) and (18)–(25), allows negative elements.

(23)

(24)

(25)

with , and all negative. This per-unit-length model is
unstable; however, it is useful for frequency-domain work. It is
fitted to the lower and higher EM analysis boundary of
Fig. 3, providing results with total error under 1% for and
2% for up to 16 GHz for in (1.270 mm) and up
to 19 GHz for in (0.127 mm), well into the region
of modal sensitivity.

The per-unit-length capacitance (calculated assuming that
is a single frequency-dependent capacitor) for the in
(0.127 mm) line increases smoothly by 2.2% from 1 to 11 GHz.
The in (1.270 mm) line increases by 4.1%. Mea-
surement techniques that assume constant capacitance with fre-
quency [16], [26] will be accurate to the degree allowed by the
actual frequency dependence of the per-unit-length capacitance.
Inductance per-unit-length variation is slightly larger than the
capacitance variation for this line.

Note that there exist other models exactly equivalent to those
in Fig. 1 as per [24, Table II].

VIII. LOSSY MICROSTRIP ON ALUMINA

The lossless microstrip of the previous section is modified
to use ideal copper ( S/m), Fig. 4. Thickness of
exactly one skin depth at 1.0 GHz ( in, 0.000209
mm) is included in the EM analysis, using a two-sheet model.
The real parts (not shown) of and are nearly identical
to Fig. 3. Fig. 5 shows the imaginary parts of each for

in (0.127 mm). Element values are shown in (26)–(36),
shown at the bottom of the following page, where the units are

Fig. 4. Per-unit-length �-network model for a lossy line on alumina. Element
values are given in (26)–(36) as a function of linewidth �.

Fig. 5. Real parts (not shown) of � and � for lossy microstrip on alu-
mina are similar to Fig. 2. Logarithms of the imaginary parts are plotted so that
differences are visible. The A and B EM data indicate range of environmental
sensitivity. Linewidth � for this data is 0.005 in (0.127 mm).

nH, pF, and per 0.050 in (1.270 mm). The total error for the
real parts of and is nearly the same as the lossless model
mentioned earlier.

Convergence of loss (i.e., imaginary parts of and ) with
respect to number of sheets [7] was checked for in
(0.127 mm), using a 0.005 in (0.127 mm) square cell size. The
large cell size allows checking convergence up to 64 sheets dis-
tributed over the 0.0008228 in (0.0209 mm) thickness. At 64
sheets, numerical precision introduces error of several percent.
The 32-sheet model loss shows a maximum of 1.5% difference
from the two-sheet model at the upperband limit, 11 GHz. Com-
bined with fitting and all other EM analysis error, the imaginary
parts of and have a maximum total error of no more than
3% at up to 11 GHz, Fig. 5. Loss shows modal sensitivity above
15 GHz (the difference between the “A” and “B” curves).

The same microstrip geometry with in (63.5 mm)
was investigated at very low frequency, from 10 kHz to
100 MHz. Metal resistivity is ten times copper to emphasize
low-frequency effects. The considered frequency band is well
below the frequency at which the skin effect appears (about
300 MHz), of [7]. This band includes of [7], the
frequency at which the edge singularity emerges, at about
35 MHz. At frequencies below and are determined
by the per-unit-length series resistance and shunt capacitance
of the line and these quantities should be constant at these
frequencies. Observed variation is assumed to be due to loss
of numerical precision; in the limit (zero frequency), and

cannot be extracted from a zero length line. We found
capacitance per-unit-length constant to 0.1% down to 25 kHz,
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at which frequency the line is 0.006 long. Failure in resistance
per unit length is not observed. As a conservative limit, we
recommend line length greater than 0.1 in order to reliably
extract and .

At low frequency, takes on a large positive real part and
a large negative imaginary part, both inversely proportional to
the square root of frequency. The real part of is constant,
and the imaginary part takes a large negative magnitude that
is also inversely proportional to the square root of frequency.
If a lossy dielectric is included, different behavior is seen.
and have significance only when line length is significant
compared to wavelength.

It was found that a high-frequency model synthesized for this
line using only data above does not provide accurate and

below . A model synthesized from data below fails to
include dispersion above . This illustrates that the different
loss mechanisms below and above yield physically dif-
ferent models that, as might be expected, are not extrapolated
from each other using this approach.

It is interesting that (14), (18), and (27) are nearly identical,
as are (13) and (26) and that this model is almost identical to
Fig. 1(a) if the resistances are set to zero.

IX. LOSSY DIFFERENTIAL PAIR ON COMPOSITE SUBSTRATE

Composite substrates composed of a glass weave embedded
in epoxy (FR-4) or polytetrafluoroethylene [27], [28] exhibit
anisotropy. The anisotropy can be measured by means of a
stripline resonator inserted into the substrate material at dif-
ferent orientations [29]. A portion of the stripline resonator's
electric field is perpendicular to the ground planes, the rest is
tangential. The ratio depends on resonator geometry. Thus, the

measurement is a weighted average of the directional dielectric
constants, underestimating the actual degree of anisotropy.

Regardless, we use Taconic TLY-5A [27] for this example.
The dielectric constant is reported as 2.18 vertically and 2.28
horizontally (parallel to the substrate surface). Loss tangent is
0.0005 vertically and 0.001 horizontally.

We select a differential pair using 0.010 in (0.254 mm) thick
dielectric in stripline (0.020 in, 0.508 mm total thickness). The
conductors are 0.0007 in (0.01778 mm) thick with the entire
thickness, extending asymmetrically into one of the substrates.
Ideal copper ( S/m) and a two-sheet model is used.
The box sidewall-to-sidewall distance is 0.150 in (3.810 mm).
All sources of EM analysis error are less than 0.02% except error
due to subsection width (0.0000625 in, 0.00015875 mm) for
the imaginary parts of and , which are both 0.1%. The
conductor is 8.5 skin depths thick at 1 GHz and line thickness
is much less than line width, thus we expect the error due to the
two-sheet model to be insignificant. The lowest box resonance
is 70.16 GHz. We calibrated using and in
(0.381 mm).

Linewidth is varied from 0.002 to 0.020 in
(0.0508–0.508 mm), and the gap between the differen-
tial pair is set to 0.003 in (0.0762 mm) greater than the
linewidth. The model, Fig. 6, as a function of linewidth is
shown in (37)–(47) at the bottom of the following page, where
units are nH, pF, per 0.015 in (0.381 mm). The model has
been verified for 0.002–0.020 in (0.0508–0.508 mm) and for 1
to 40 GHz.

The real parts of both and are nearly constant, but
monotonically decreasing with increasing frequency. Change
from 1 to 40 GHz is 0.7% for and 1.3% for for

in (0.508 mm) with most of the change below 10 GHz.

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)
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Fig. 6. Per-unit-length �-network model for a lossy differential pair (i.e., odd
mode coupled line) on Taconic TLY-5A, including anisotropy in both dielectric
constant and loss tangent. Element values are given in (37)–(47).

The changes are a little more than doubled for in
(0.0508 mm). At 40 GHz, and are 82.7 and 2.20 for

in (0.508 mm). For in (0.0508 mm), we
have 172.9 and 2.25. Total model error (predominantly fitting
error) is under 1%.

The imaginary parts of and are plotted in Fig. 7 for
the original EM data and for the parameterized model with

in (0.508 mm). While the curves appear close, percent
error is large at high frequency, rising to over 10% for and
over 20% for at 40 GHz. This illustrates the difficulty for
a low-loss stripline compact model as it must keep both C and
L per-unit-length constant with frequency, while R and G vary
widely with frequency. If we restrict model bandwidth to one
decade, 1–10 GHz, or from 4 to 40 GHz, a model can be syn-
thesized that meets the 1% error goal. No modal sensitivity was
found for this transmission line below 40 GHz.

X. DIFFERENTIAL PAIR ON SILICON

At first, we attempted to create a model for a microstrip line
that uses the silicon substrate as ground return. This is common
(or so it is thought) in Si radio frequency integrated circuit (Si
RFIC) when components are used with no explicit ground re-
turn. Error analysis shows that the line parameters are easily

Fig. 7. Imaginary parts of � and � for the model of Fig. 5 compared to the
EM analysis results used to synthesize the model. The differential pair linewidth
is 0.020 in (0.508 mm) and gap is 0.023 in (0.5842 mm).

Fig. 8. Per-unit-length �-network model for a lossy differential pair (i.e., odd
mode coupled line) on silicon. Element values are given in (47)–(58).

modified a few percent by the presence of box sidewalls within
several line lengths (environmental sensitivity), because the box
sidewalls form the ground return, not the silicon, even if the
box walls are at a considerable distance. In practice, a silicon
chip has no box walls; however, there is typically other cir-
cuitry present. This other circuitry forms the ground return and
thus determines characteristic impedance. In this case, one must

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)
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Fig. 9. Imaginary parts of � and � for the parameterized model of Fig. 7
compared to the EM analysis results used to synthesize the model. The differ-
ential pair has a 10 �m gap between two lines 100 �m wide.

perform an EM analysis of the entire circuit. Transmission line
theory is not appropriate.

The Si RFIC components are often measured in coplanar
waveguide (CPW). However, finite-width CPW carries the
burden of multiple zero cutoff frequency modes. Both ground
returns must remain balanced and at the same potential. Other-
wise, multiple modes propagate and single-mode transmission
line analysis fails.

A simple alternative is the differential pair. One conductor is
(arbitrarily) selected as the signal, and the other as the ground
return. One only need ensure that the current on the signal line
is equal in magnitude to the ground return and transmission line
analysis is appropriate below an upper frequency limit. A dif-
ferential pair is similar to “microstrip” on silicon except that the
designer now has complete control over and knowledge of the
ground return path.

Fig. 10. Imaginary parts of � and � for the parameterized model of Fig. 7
compared to the EM analysis results used to synthesize the model. The differ-
ential pair has a 10 �m gap between two lines 100 �m wide.

Here, we investigate generic BiCMOS, conductivity 10 S/m
and of 11.9, thickness 400 m with no bottom-side con-
ductor. The differential pair has a gap of 10 m and each line
has a width , varied from 30 m to 100 m. The metal is 3 m
thick with a conductivity of 3 10 S/m. There is 5 m of SiO

between the metal and the silicon substrate.
For calibration, and m provides about
0.1% error in and 0.2% error in for the worst-case

of m. Box sidewall-to-sidewall distance is 1700 m,
providing and at 0.1% and 0.2%, respectively, for
the worst-case of m. For narrow lines, both errors are
an order of magnitude less. Error due to top and bottom covers
each separated from the circuit by 550 m of air is about 0.1%
and 0.2%, the same for all linewidths. Error in due to the
0.15625 m cell width is about 0.2% for for the worst-case
of narrow linewidth. There is effectively no error due to cell size
for . The lowest box resonance is at 72.78 GHz.

(48)

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)

(53)

(54)

(55)

(56)

(57)

(58)

(59)
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Fig. 8 shows the synthesized model. The values of the lumped
elements as a function of the linewidth are (48)–(59), shown
at the bottom of the previous page, with units of nH, pF, per
90 m. The model is valid from 1 to 50 GHz for

m. Lumped element values vary smoothly for m
but not in a manner easily modeled with the regressions used for
this effort. Total error (EM plus fitting) is about 1% for the real
part of and 2% for the imaginary part, Fig. 9. It is about 2%
for the real part of and 3% for the imaginary part, Fig. 10.
Modal sensitivity rises to several tenths of a percent at the upper
end of the frequency range.

XI. CONCLUSION

We have synthesized lumped per-unit-length models from
EM analysis of a length of line. The model is then used to
quickly calculate characteristic impedance and effective dielec-
tric constant as a function of frequency and any parameters, e.g.,
linewidth. Because the model is based on lumped elements, it
is guaranteed causal. This technique is critically dependent on
high-accuracy EM data, especially with regard to port calibra-
tion. All known error mechanisms are numerically quantified. In
so doing, we introduce the terms “environmental” and “modal”
sensitivity, which, when present, compromise transmission line
theory and threaten design failure.
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